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Рассмотрен вопрос о вычислении аномалии аксиального тока

диракоЕских фермионов во внешних антисимметричных тензорных по-

лях нечетного ранга. Представлена последовательность одномер-

ных суперсимметричных моделей, суперзаряды которых есть, после

квантования, операторы Дирака ЕО Енешних тензорных полях, а

их виттеновская статсумма есть аномалия аксиального тока. По-

казано, что действие в соответствующем континуальном интеграле

для статсуммы отличается от классического. Квазиклассическое

приближение дает аномалию только в случае внешнего тензорного

поля третьего ранга с нулевой внешней производной, и она вычис-

лена в этом случае в произвольной размерности. Обсуждается ин-

терпретация этого поля как внешнего гравитационного поля с кру-

чением и связь с результатами Виттена и Альвареца-Гоуме и тео-

ремой Атьи-Зингера.
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Is presented. Their supercharqes are equal, after quantization, to 01rac

operators 1n external tensor fields, and the density of Kitten's partition

function gives the anomaly. It Is shown, that action In the corresnondinq

path Integral differs from the classical one. Gaussian approximation gives

the anomaly only 1n the case of third-rank tensor with zero exterior deri-

vative and 1n that case anomaly Is calculated 1n all dimensions. The Inter-
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theorem are discussed.
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Introduction.

The present work 1s devoted to the calculation of the axial current

anomaly 1n the external antisymmetric tensor fields, 1n the (Euclidean)

space-time with arbitrary (even) dimension о . We shall use the new

developed recently 1n Д-з] , and our aim 1s also to analyze this method. The

method 1s shown to allow one to calculate the anomaly actually «i)v fn »•»*

case of third-rank tensor with zero exterior derivative.

Axial anomaly, I.e. nonconservation of axial current In tin» eu»ntiw

theory, has been discovered 1n the works of Schwinoer < 4 j . Adler /5 , . anrf

Bell and Jackiw 16 I . Namely, In the massless QED axial current

1s conserved classically, but after gauge-Invariant quantization Its diver-

gence turns out non-zero [5,б1 :

О ч г- е* е Ft
яр

Actually, anomaly 1s given entirely by the one-loon diagrams [V] , which

ire generated by the Lagrangian of fermions In the external (non-ouant1zed)

field A ^ .



Let's consider the foilowinq Lagrangian describing the fermions, 1n

space-time of dimension d - 2 n , in the external matrix field С (%•)

-
where lyC v* \- Q (by the ft we denote the matrix t'. л V4 •,. / , )

The f i e l d C(x) has the following decomposition over the ant1symmet> ized

products of the У^, -matrices:

t
 - x *'.

<• is *nt1syimetr1c tensor field of rank К .

•'• £ Is the usual U(l) gauge field, and Its presence provides that

the Lagrangian (1) 1s Invariant under the qauge transformations

The axial vector field B^, - ^>^<J .. u, Au4...uj 1s dual to

,u ,. , ...,- 4*, ... also Invariant under local axial transformations

Consequently, both vector ( %- Yfa f ) and axial-vector ( ̂ L- ""

currents are conserved classically 1n this model. The question under study 1s:

how will the equation of the axial vector current conservation ( S, У = 0 )

be modified, if we quantize theory (1) in the vector gauge Invariant (I.e.

keeping 9^3^-0 after quantization) way?

The answer for oL !L is the following [8,9.10,1J . Let's consider

the kernel of the operator e xp /- i Л



I t 1s a matrix with spinor Indices. At t -* 0 '^(ijx) has the expansion

(11,12,8] :

kd

I t 1s convenient 1n what follows to use the definition

if(t
/X
) =

where the trace goes over spinor Indices.

у (x) are the Seeley coefficients. Anomaly 1s oiv? ьч у.

The new method for the calculation of £"- \' < ; ' } , developed i- :

is the following. Consider the "Witten Index"

This 1s, up to ̂  , partition function for the quantum mechanic? with hamil-

ton1 an -i

Sect. 1):

tonian i- J6 .It has the path inteqral representation {derivation <;р? ir

л
л
 е

Here ^ /s) are real grassmanian anticomnutinq variables, which become

Уи -matrices after quantization. Integration over i/, 1s Implied by the

'•ules o f B e r e z i n f l 3 j . The f i e l d s # , , (S) . •« - С >) I n ( d ) h a v e p e r i o d i c
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boundary conditions

The main contribution 1n the Integral (4) at ~t'-* О 1s given by the

•Russian approximation: Integral over constant fields 0( (•>) - 0C° ,

'K.fs) ~ %° >
 anc) tne

 Integral over deviations from X° and /> " 1n

the gaussian approximation (exact treatment see in Sect. 1). Usually this

main contribution is 0(1), I.e. Independent of t .It means that 1n those

cases the expansion of tf/^x) at t —~ 0 starts from the t -Inde-

pendent term being then followed by positive powers of t ,

In that case gaussian approximation directly gives the anomaly £* ^,

But, as will be shown below, In the general case, expansion of

'i -> i starts from the negative powers of t and consequently anomaly

1s given not by the gaussian approximation of (4) but by the definite order

of perturbation expansion near the gaussian approximation. In particular,

this is the case for the anomaly In the external tensor fields. The only

exception 1s the case of the third-rank tensor A x with the zero ex-

terior derivative

In this case anomaly 1s given by the gaussian approximation. The answer •

(12) - is calculated by us 1n arbitrary dimension, and Its discussion

from the viewpoint of Atlyah-Singer theory 1s given 1n Sect. 2.

There 1s an Interesting connection between the action in (4) In this

particular case just discussed and recently discovered new two-dimensional

nonlinear supersymmetric cr -models with Wess-Zum1no term /14,1«>J. Namely,

the action 5. -, in (4) is the reduction of the action of those O~

models to dimension one. These models may be considered ^14,15J cs nonlinear



(Г"-models on the manifolds with non-Riemannian connections (with torsion)

Such an Interpretation for our model will be discussed 1n Sect. 2.

Below we shall consider the case, when only one of the tensors Ay* ,

л
/л
/
,

иЛ

1s non-zero, I.e. we won't consider the mixed anomalies.

Now we shall discuss the action S(x, v ) enterina 1n the path Inteqral

representation (4).

Take the following action

fafS lx,f) = faff** $rr
О

- i F )

A
1
-! ~

This action 1s supersymmetrlc (under periodic boundary conditions), with

supersymmetry transformations

Supersynmetry algebra can be easily verified:

Denoting the supersymmetry generator by ..- з м Ham'ltonian

Ing to the action (5) by f/ .we may rewrite
 f
bp previous en-.r-t: г ^s

where 1n the l.h.s. the Poisson bracket In rhe Dresence of

variables 1s used. This bracket Is Introduced in \]f .

U. may be expressed through canonical variables ' •

.к.

nr



Quantization of (5) leads to operators OC^, t p VV , the latter be-

ing a quantum version of the classical variable v2 y ^ and sat1sfy1nq

the 01rac matrices relation £ Xr,Xi/\ — £ £+<v • The quantum version of

generator Q 1s the previously considered 01rac operator In the external

tensor field:

After quantization, Including appropriate orderlnq of non-commutino ope-

rators, Hamiltonian H satisfies the quantum analoq of (7), and one may

say that quantization of (5) leads to the Hamiltonian H - 4- z) . Hence,

one may expect that action S(X, <?) 1n (4) coincides with (5). Exact cal-

cu7at1on (Sect. 2) using Berezin's method of path-1nteoral representation of

operators symbols [l6,ul shows that action 1n (4) differs from (5), and the

difference (1n the case of the third-rank tensor л ^ д with zero exterior

derivative) is
t

С _ 3 fj A
о

This quantum addition to classical action in the path-1nteqral representation

is analogous to the term R/6 found by De W1tt [18] 1n the oath-intepral

representation of the propagator of scalar particle 1n the external oravitat-

ional field. (8) may also be Interpreted as Inteqral of the scalar curvature,

but calculated from the non-R1emann1an connection equal to З Л ^ д .

In Sect. 2 we discuss the connection of the results of Sect. 1 with the

At1yah-S1nger Index theorem, and also some statements of Sect. 1 are directly

verified through the calculation of Seeley coefficients. In the Conclusion

the results of the present work are briefly formulated. Appendix contains

some formulae of the operators symbols calculus.
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1. The Path Integral Derivation of the Axial Anomaly.

Our purpose Is to get the formula (4), particularly the action S(x,

1n this formula.

Me shall use the method of Berezin [l7~j, when Instead of represented

the operator kernel as a path Integral, as usual (see, e.g. (I9j), we re-

present its symbol. This method Is the only possible If there are У -

matrices 1n operator, as in i)

The notion of the operator symbol and the treatment rules j~16,177 , par-

ticularly the formulae for the calculation of the operators' product symbol

through the symbols of multipliers, see In Appendix.

Using Weyl symbol for variables ^ and Xy, (momenta and coordinates)

and the generalization of the Weyl symbol notion for the case of the matrix

operators one can obtain the representation of the symbol of the operator

e.yLf>(- i- Ъ ) as a path Integral by means of the followlno procedure \}b\.

Represent the operator ex/»/- j h ) as a product

- j о 2N ~IN
в ~ e - Q ( N multipliers )

• * .*

Turning to symbols . j ^ Л

6 3 • • • о

At

% •



Integrating over ^ • J*'. we obtain

* ,?j =fr?

- 2 ^

where

z[ -

«here H(i/r)s% the symbol of operator £f / 1

НЫ.

We write out this formula and the following ones only for the third-rank

tensor, because we shall not need them 1n the general case. Besides, we omit

all the normalization coefficients 1n the path Integrals. We shall show 1n

the end of this Section how to restore the true norms.

After transition to the limit п -* со we have

10



Using equation

'?

after Integration over ^ v X^

pression &(x(-6)-x(o)) %(f>U)-/>(o\)

Integration gives finally

-h

we get inside the inteqral the ex-

and Gaussian

Xf j-]Js [ f 1- fj

where we Integrate over ф and X*. with periodic boundary conditions

It was noted 1n Introduction that the action 1n the path Inteorai con-

sists of two parts

Defined by formula (5) term -S
e<
» 1s Invariant under the supersvmmetrv

transformations, and the corresponding Ham1lton1an H 1s equal, after

quantization and proper solution of the problem of orderIna of non-commut1na

multipliers, to supercharge Q

Note that the ordering problem does not occur 1n Q .

The term ->. In the action corresponds to our choice of the Hamilto-

nian. Note that 1t breaks the supersymmetry of %
f
 *• .̂.. under the trans-

formations (6), although the theory (quantum mechanics) with Ii~ j £* 1s

supersymmetric (1t possesses conserving supercharae Q ).

We have noted earlier, that we need the coefficient y. (* ) from the

П



expansion ( ( -* О )

to get the anomaly

Consider the following perturbation-theory expansion of the Inteoral (9).

Introduce the fourler coefficients

^ I J ) ~" J2 4^ ^ ~~ US +• US t S ) US - I У^ I
- - i _ Vм ~ Г r ' /" ' ' /~ J i

/» r - oo

Write (9) 1n the following form

i

where we expand all the functions 1n powers of Я ^ , e.q.

t

Keeping the terms Jяь ! £. *• j ^ p i In the exponent, consider

all the rest as a perturbation ano expand the exponent

4{t {)- I.J-s° / -Л v- Л ". ij • ~ '' У . \ ПО)



а

The remaining 1n the exponent quadratic form (the free action) 1s desianated

by Ф , the perturbation theory expansion 1s substituted by dots. Takino

into account that sjtt Ф \ t
 d
 , we ask ourselves: what terms of the perturb-

ation theory are of the order of 0(1)?

The consideration of the inteqral over ^ 1s crucial: one can easily

verify Its saturation, and non-saturating (havinn y-'
v
 raised to

less than a ) terms of the perturbation theory alve zero.

An Important statement is the followl^. In the case of the third-rank

tensor with zero exterior derivative

only the quadratic over x ~ terms of the action S,.̂ - OIVP the

contribution in the order 0(1) 1n (10) . If (11) does not take Dlace nr

In the action there is a tensor of a hiqher rank, then the terms of a h»iher

than second order over x <p also give contributor in the order
 n
(l)

1n (10).

There 1s a principal difference between these two cases. In the first

case calculations can be done up to the end, because only Gaussian inteorai

1s to be calculated. In the second case the hiqher the space dimension 1s.

still farther terms of the perturbation theory contribute, so to aet the

answer for arbitrary dimension 1s Impossible.

*) The term ^>Q
4
 gives no contribution 1n the order 0(1),

13



Let's explain this statement 1n the third-rank tensor case. The action

for 1t was shown earlier. Since 1n (10) sae t Ф ^ t A , then terms of the

perturbation theory giving contribution 1n the order 0(1) are to be a t3T

for Integral (10). One can easily Indicate the non-quadratic over ^t<p

terms of such an order, saturating the Integral over f' , e.o.

t F f W > "' t ^ J f F / C when d«4 and many other terms. Me take here

d |
Into account that the fluctuations of Я- are of the order of t* , as !

can be seen from the free part of the ac*4on.

On the other hand, 1f Fi,*?p •= & (11). then every ^ " Is multiplier* \

t.y either x (in quadratic part) or x and higher degrees (1n the other '

itrms). That Is why the saturation of the Integral over (f qives the decree ;

.V d {

(• ) . i.e. - t
 J
 , 1f the vertices from auadratic Dart are used, and \

I i

an order more than t* , I f other terms of the expansion 1n X 4^ are !

v i e d . >

We shall calculate now the axial anomaly 1n external third-rank tensor

field with zero exterior derivative. As discussed earlier, 1t 1s qiven by

Gaussian Integral ••

Passing to the Integration over the Fourier coefficients Д ^ , у ".

I n ib'JrrUt-U* «у/-1 / ̂ *;'

14



I T
•f-

We used here the equation

Immediately following from Ea.(ll).

Finally, skew-diagonal 1z1nq the matrix fi

л
й А,

we get \
О A>/

;
 /

1

• P
W J ''

Here A
t
 are the eiqenvalues of the matrix

The normalization in (12) can be obtained 1n the t"o1i(>!.•, .•,•-

term of expansion of the expression under the Inteor?! rvc •.. *

coincide to the first term of the expansion (3) wMch Is , ~ '

!] 7 I

:•:. < :-••••

15



In order to express the anomaly in a qiven dimens.on d- J/I fhrouah

the curvature tensor, one must expand the Hqht-hand side of (1?) 1n Taylor

series and pick out the powers (//« 1n A; (for only they contribute to

the Integral over if>° ). The sum of these terms 1s symmetric function of

"i and It can be written as a linear combination of the products of the

(I , -matrix powers traces. After that, the Integration over ^ is trivial

and gives tensor b, «, . E.g., .hen d • л . the terms of the second
s '* / if

power In '.''. In the expansion of (12) equal to

ч
 • .

 /:
 i j/

 / J
 / -. _ " " 7 /"• ,

and

9 ^^
 J

It is obvious that the anomaly (12) is nonzero only when

2. Atlyah-Singer Theorem. Seeley Coefficients.

The expression (12) for anomaly in external Gravitational field is similar

to one obtained in [l ] . Let us recall the results of / l"[ . where the 01rac

operit r .. / u.
t
'e)) 1n the external gravitational field 1? considered:

(1?)

A1
1s orthogonal frame, ^ м

с
, ь (^) '

s
 Riemannian (sDinor)

connection corresponding to €0

Then axial current anomaly 1s given [l]by the formula



ft fi °where XL are eigenvalues of the matrix ft , — ficj^^ f/j

c/oA *s tne wvature of the connection i£Lof>(c) •

Let us consider a more general operator 2)(ф) with connection

/

The operator (15) reduces to our operator 1- - l^(eL'A
 t

.
t
y jif 4: = ^ '̂  ,

UbU) - О , S у •- /• , , and reduces to (13) 1f $
ч о
/~ О •

It is natural to suspect that Eq.(14) must be valid for (15) too, if

Я
(
 in (14) are taken to be eigenvalues of the matrix Л ^

where /V. > , 1s now the curvatu
1
 s of the connection <_&

Sut our result (12) shows that for tne r^rjcular case €^ - .$" * ,

Ямс»Л г/1 , it does not ta^e place - the curvature 1n (12) 1s the

one defined by the connection 3/L,,-
T
/
v
 rather than by A ^ . I.e. the

anomaly for the operator (15) 1s given probably by Eq.(14), where ~Я
С
 are

defined by the curvature of the connection (M.
o
/, (e) f Ъ£

 й
1 rather than

It 1s worthwhile noting the following.

As is well known, the Integral of the anomaly (see, e.a. /l ])

Л У for compact manifolds 1s the inteqer number - the Index

of operator Z) - and 1s equal to the number of the left-hand zero modes

of the operator t> minus the number of the right-hand zero modes. ( I t 1s

readily seen from the equation Jx а, У , - SfJi "*£ )« Accordina to

the Atlyah-Singer theorem (see, e.g. ^20^ ) the index of the ooerator (15) 1s

equal to the Integral of the r .h .s . of Eq.(14), where ^, are eigenvalues

of the curvature defined by some connection of the manifold, in particular

the connections that d i f fe r by the torsion tensor p1ve the seme result for

ihe Index (1t 1s obvious because the torsion .Ъм:.1. can be chnr-ied continuously,

17



m particular It may turn to zero, whereas the Index 1s Integer and doesn't

:hange).

Thus the Integral of the anomaly 1s given by the Atlyah-Sinqer theorem

and coincides with the results (12) and (14).

The appearance of the curvature tensor corresponding to the connection

ЗА , may be seen directly when considering % A £*/•(-£&*}. Namely,

calculating J> we obtain

If ^vflp~t0 • then the exPansion of Vlt,*) а
* 't^'O beqins

from the negative powers of t (as was pointed out 1n Sect.l). For example,

if d » 4, the straightforward calculation of the Seeley coefficients

...

f
**t •

4
й
 ~ ̂ ^ Z

If the condition (11) f •=. О 1s applied (as 1n Sect.l), then

18



The anomaly 1s given by the coefficient 0(1) 1n ij>(t,x) expansion

it 1 - ^ 0 .

It Is evident that gauge 1nvar1ance arises 1n expression (16) If we omit

the term СI A^^pt/L^ In the exponent. The field З А
/
. ^ ^

у Я
 trans-

forms as the SO(d) gauge field 1n the spinor representation. So 1n this case

1t Is obvious that (/>(% X ) begins from the order 0(1).

The omitted term In (16) Is of order t and does not contain

matrfx, so 1t can change only the terms of order t and Maher in

and Its contribution to anomaly 1s zero, as 1t was mentioned above In the

other terms.

It follows from the above qualitative considerations that the result for

anomaly 1s expressed through the strength of the connection ^ > А \

I.e. through

LS- >*W? Я

which coincides with tensor /у,^;*Р Introduced earlier.

We want to note now that difference between the Lagrangian 1n the

functional Integral (4) and the classical one (5) Is proportional to the

scalar curvature of this curvature tensor. Indeed,

The similar addition to the classical Lagrangian - the scalar curvature

of the curvature tensor defined by the R1emann1an connection - has been

found In jlB~jin the case of scalar particle propagating In the external

gravitational field.

19



Conclusion.

In this work we have studied the external tensor fields contribution to

anoMlous divergence of the D1rac fermions axial current. We have obtained

the supcrsymnetric models the supercharge of which after quantization trans-

form to the Dirac operator In the external tensor fields of arbitrary odd

rank. It Is shown that Gaussian approximation for path Integral representation

of Mitten's partition function of these models gives the anomaly only 1n the

case of the third-rank external tensor field with vanishing external deriva-

tive.

In this case we calculate anomaly 1n arbitrary dimension. In other cases

the answer will be given by the definite order of the perturbation theory

around the Gaussian approximation.

For the third-rank tensor fields with vanishing external derivative we

also show that the action In the path Integral differs from the classical one

by the extra term that 1s analogous to the term л / б that was found by

Oe* Uitt 1n the other situation - scalar particle In the external gravitat-

ional field.

This extra term may be Interpreted also as scalar curvature, this time,

of the curvature tensor defined by non-R1emann1an connection.

The Dirac operator that 1s under consideration could be Interpreted as

the one In the external gravitational field with torsion. With this Inter-

pretation our results are compared to those of ^ 1 ^ and to At1yah-S1n<jer

Index theorem.

The results obtained here may be applied to the supergravity theories

In which tensor fields, 1n particular the third-rank tensor fields with

vanishing external derivatives belong to the fields supermultiplet. Especial-

ly the calculation of the external tensor field contribution to the anomalous

20



divergence of the spin 1/2 and 3/2 fields energy-momentum tensors 1s of

great Interest. According to |*lj , this divergence In dimension d 1s di-

rectly connected with the axial anomaly In the dimension d + 2 .

We are Indebted to A.A.TseytUn and A.S.Schwarz for valuable discussions.
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APPENDIX

Symbols of the Orators.

л

Let we have operator A that acts 1n the space of the d-d1mens1onal
d 4.

D1rac spinors. In other words, 1t 1s a matrix of $* x j?
J
 dimensionality.

л

We assume a to be even. We expand A with respect to full set of ant1-

symmetrized products of Dirac matrices:

+ 4 С
 y

r<---/*J

A

The Weyl symbol of operator A Is the following function of

Grassmannian variables

^ A = А

Evidently, the operator Is received uniquely from Its symbol:

«,.3,

& \r'AM e

Eqs.(A.l)-(A.3) set up one-to-one correspondence between the symbols (the

functions of у" ) and the operators.
л r

 An

Let Л and В be matrices, /4 and 3 their symbols. Then the

symbol *>qh»HA&) of А В Is expressed throuqh the symbols A and

by the formula

S -- (А*В){Г) -

22



- ^ •

The analogous formulae hold also 1n the bosonic case if we consider

vectors "2^- (ь
 /
 Х Л 1n 2d-d1mens1onal phase space ( w - 1, »?,.•• 2a \

Instead of <^
 л
 ( X

 a r e
 coordinates, r> are momenta). Matrices к/*

are substituted by operators "£„-(p x ) • ̂ ne nun*er of terms 1n

expansion (A.I) of operator A acting now 1n the space of the scalar

functions of ОС 1s generally Infinite. To be more exact, the operator

must be expanded now In the symmetrized products of the ooerators :

л

A =

Then the function

АЫ)~ с,г- с^-г^г с^„ г^г
л
 г ...

Is the Weyl symbol of the operator A

More formally, we say that the symbol of the operator

л Г I {.(J2/ лл

A~- Jdd fU) e (A2)~- ,/,2/,./
1s the function

The following formula Is analogous to (A.4) for the bosonic case

AA3 Ы)^ (A

/I

where 2(JJ 2*- /% xj. —/*'

For details see Refs Д 7
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